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Minutes of the Somer Valley Cycling Club Committee Meeting  

11th May 2015 

Radstock Hotel, Radstock  

Present; 

Chairman                                         Rob Weeks 
Secretary            Elaine Riddle 
Treasurer                                            Not attended 
Club Captain                                       Mat Creed 
Membership/Time trial Secretary                       Bob Latchem 
Social Rides Secretary                        Terry Hodkinson 
Webster                                              James Weeks 
Committee Members                          Dave Whittington, Drew Buck, Nic 

Meadows, Nick Cross, Tony Penton, & 
Victoria Ratcliffe 

 

Apologies: Keith Evans, Nick Creed, Eugene Kertzman, Guy Worsdall & Marc Riddle 

 
The minutes from the last meeting were agreed. 

 

Chairman’s Report; 
It has been fantastic witnessing members roll up their sleeves and do things in the background 
between committee meetings. My email inbox is constantly busy with messages, people get in touch 
with me to update me on things they are doing. There is a lot of it and it might not always be publicly 
apparent. 
 

Some ideas cause debate and disagreement. This is a good thing in my opinion, and not something 
that we should shy away from. It means that we’re being progressive and trying new things. It’s not 
always easy suggesting doing something new, but I hope that people keep putting new ideas 
forward. 
 
The work that you do for the club isn’t glamorous, it might quite often go without a specific thank 
you. I try to drop thanks to people that are championing initiatives, trying to initiate change, 
planning and leading our weekend rides and organising or volunteering at events. I unfortunately 
don’t always manage it, and I apologise if I ever miss any of you when you do something, anything 
for the club. From being a massive ambassador for the club to any new weekend riders coming out 
with us for the first time by leading a ride and giving encouragement, to coming up with ideas to 
new events, to keeping club members updated, it’s all massively important so thank you. 
 
I think that we have really hit the ground running in 2015 and as the spring sunshine warms us all up 
I look forward to maintaining the velocity that I have witnessed since the start of this year. 
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Treasurer’s Report; 
Keith confirmed via Terry of the following balances; 

Current Account; £6476.05 

Deposit Account; £2837.47 

Totalling £9313.52. This was accepted by the committee. 

 

Nick C asked whether there were any plans with regards to using this money for anything 

specific, as it was appreciated that we are now carrying quite a substantial balance. 

It was confirmed that although we are always happy to put monies into anything cycling 

related, it has to be in agreement by the whole committee, which can sometimes not always 

be easy. On saying that, we are planning on holding a first aid course designed specifically 

for cyclists in the near future. (See below). 

 

If anyone within the club has any ideas on how some of this money can be put to use, then 

please do not hesitate to contact a committee member with your idea, so that it can be 

brought up at the next meeting. We are open to any ideas, although it should be cycling 

based and be of interest to either the club, and/or the local area. 

 

Membership/Time Trial Report; 
We are now currently up to 86 members. Many TT cyclists joined before turning up for the 

first race of the season, so the message seemed be understood regarding the requirement 

of needing to be joined to an affiliated club. 

With regards to our time trial, the first race went well, with a strong turnout of 27 for the 

first race of the season. 

 

There was however, quite a lot of discussion amongst the committee regarding the safety of 

the riders. While it was fully understood by both riders and club members alike that the 

onus is on the rider when making decisions during the race, there is a great deal of concern 

still about risks some riders take. This is especially apparent right at the start of the race 

when the riders need to pull onto the main road. Despite signs being put up, and verbal 

warnings given at the start, a few racers still take high risks with both their safety and that 

of drivers. 

Terry asked that a large sign be erected at the start of the race just where riders pull out. 

Although people acknowledged that this still may not deter some people, if it makes even 

one more person think twice, then that is all we can ask. 

Even with the responsibility being on the rider, no-one wants to see an accident of any kind, 

so every attempt will be made to keep this to an absolute minimum. This may include a 

rider being taken to one side when they return and the dangers being highlighted to them. 

 

Open Day; 
Our latest Open Day to promote the club was held last Saturday. This was deemed to be 

another great success, with wide support from many club members all from different areas 

of cycling (social, faster group, racers etc). About 4 new people turned up to talk about 
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cycling and our club, 2 of which then came out with the social group the following day. 

Considering that ride was to Clevedon, they both kept up well, and seemed happy to come 

again sometime. 

The venue was an excellent choice as before, with the catering being second-to-none 

(especially the cake apparently!)  

Elaine will draft an email of thanks to Swallows Café. 

 

Summer Series; 
On Tuesday 18th May it will be our turn to host the Summer Series race evening at the cycle 

track, Odd Down. It is hoped that our club members will show their support for this by 

volunteering to help us with marshalling. There are only 2 races that evening, so it will not 

finish too late. 

The first race starts at 18:30, so volunteers are asked to be there by 18:00. If anyone is 

interested, please can they contact Eugene at; kertzman@splitsecondtiming.co.uk 

 

Using British Cycling for SVCC Membership etc; 
Last month Nic raised the idea of giving new/renewal memberships the opportunity to join 

through the British Cycling website. By doing it this way, prospective members can chose to 

pay by card (a more favoured payment transaction than cash/cheque these days). Following 

Nic sending on the links, Elaine looked at it, and agreed that not only did this seem a simple 

enough job to do, there was also opportunity within the website for us to manage our own 

members (not just BC ones), as well as issue newsletters etc. Although it was acknowledged 

that we would not necessarily need all the ‘bells and whistles’ they provide, we could look 

into what would be helpful to the club. Meanwhile, Elaine will set up the payment side of 

things as soon as possible.   

 

SVCC Sunday Ride Survey; 
Following discussions at last month’s meeting, Nic has been looking into getting a survey out 

to as many club members as possible to find out such things as; 

- Do they ride on a Sunday? 

o If so, who with? 

o If not, why not? Is there anything that we could do to make the Sunday ride 

more appealing to some? 

It was unanimously agreed by the committee for an electronic survey to go out in the next 

monthly newsletter. It is hoped that as many club members as possible will respond, so that 

a true reflection of feelings can be obtained.   

 

Remote dial-in; 
This was raised by Richard Butterfield through Nic. Richard asked whether there was 

provision for people to be able to ‘dial-in’ to the committee meeting. This could then mean 

that members unable to attend would still be able to voice their opinions. 

This was discussed, and agreed that unfortunately due to where the meetings are held, and 

there being quite a lot of background noise, it would not be feasible to have a dial-in facility. 

mailto:kertzman@splitsecondtiming.co.uk
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However, if Richard (or anyone else) wished to attend our next Annual General Meeting and 

come on the committee, then they may wish to raise this again at a later date. 

Meanwhile, if anyone ever wants something to be raised to the committee, then it can be 

given to any committee member, secure in the knowledge that it will be raised at the 

earliest convenience.   

 

Pearl Izumi Tour Series; 
This is the final race of a ten event closed circuit cycling tour series through city centres 

around the UK, and will be held around the Royal Victoria Park area. We have been 

contacted by the event organiser to see if we as a club would like to promote ourselves 

during the day (Thursday 11th June).  

It was unanimously agreed that we would take this opportunity to highlight ourselves within 

a race event that will draw a large number of spectators from the local area. The event will 

be all day, culminating in the adult race in the evening. 

Volunteers to man our stand will be asked for at the next meeting – be prepared! 

 

Cycling First Aid; 
The 4th July will probably be the date set aside for this. This is an all-day course, with a 

recognised certificate provided at the end where requested. This covers general first aid, but 

then concentrates on people who suffer injuries outdoors. There is a maximum number of 

people allowed on the course of 10, so it will be first come first served. If anyone wishes to 

be put down for this, then please email Elaine at; svccclubsec@gmail.com. Please note that 

the club will be funding this course, so only ask for your name to be put down if you are 

committed to using up your Saturday for this worthwhile session. Non-attendees may be 

asked to pay their percentage back to the club. 

 

Website; 
James/Tori both agreed that they currently have quite a bit of news for the monthly 

newsletter, although if anyone would like to contribute with their cycling escapades, then 

please feel free to drop either of them a line. They can be contacted on either; 

jamesrweeks@hotmail.com or; torimadine@gmail.com 

 

Please note that the deadline to get things into the newsletter is the 2nd Monday of the 

Month. 

 

Any Other Business; 
Coaching sessions; 

With meeting time running out, we managed to highlight that Eugene is still planning on 

running coaching sessions for members who feel that they would like support with such 

things as group riding; riding the line (whatever that is…), cornering at speed etc. 

It was decided that Thursdays evenings at the Odd Down cycling track would be the best 

time, with exact dates to be confirmed. It is thought that probably only 2/3 sessions would 

be required before we can all be classed as professionals…. 

mailto:svccclubsec@gmail.com
mailto:jamesrweeks@hotmail.com
mailto:torimadine@gmail.com
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Strava Segments; 

Unfortunately due to time constraints this could not be discussed as well as we wanted, so 

this matter will be carried forward to the next meeting. 

 
The meeting was closed at 18:40 

 

Date of next meeting; 01/06/2015 @ 19:30 

 

Please ensure that any points for the agenda and/or apologies are sent to me a week before 

if possible. 

 

 

 

 


